
Westwood-Roxhill-Arbor Heights Community Council 

A	local	community	council	for	your	south	West	Seattle	neighborhoods. 
wwrhah.org 

July 25, 2016 

Mayor Ed Murray 
Seattle City Council 
600 4th Ave 
Seattle, WA  98104 
 
Re: Westwood transit hub infrastructure updates 
 
Dear Mayor Murray, 
 
On behalf of the Westwood-Roxhill-Arbor Heights Community Council and my neighbors, I would 
like to request the assistance of your office in the following infrastructure improvements highlighted 
in today’s Roxhill Find It Fix It walk. 
 
1) Create safe crosswalks for Westwood bus terminals 
There are many pedestrians using the 7 bus routes that converge here and many intersections and 
crossing areas are unmarked or poorly designated.  In particular: 

- The crossings at 25th Ave. SW/Barton and 29th Ave. SW/Barton are very wide and 
completely unmarked. 

- Buses parking along 25th Ave. SW and SW Barton Street block crossing pedestrians from 
view, making it difficult for passing drivers to see them. 

Can the Mayor’s office help the community work with Metro to design a safer environment 
for pedestrians using the transit hub? 
 
2) Upgrade the roads to support the overweight buses 
The roads are the “rails” upon which the bus transit system rides.  The streets serving the Westwood 
transit hub, though, were never designed to handle such a concentration of overweight vehicles.  
With such rapid pavement deterioration, this system is not sustainable. 
 
Can we add the 26th Ave. SW and SW Barton Street bus lanes to the Move Seattle Levy 
repaving list to properly support the weight of the 200-450 buses using these streets each day? 
 
 
 
 
3) Mitigate earthquake-level shaking of homes 
 



Residents of SW Roxbury Street, 26th Ave. SW and SW Barton Street have been experiencing 
earthquake-level shaking in their homes since the installation of the transit hub and Rapidride C 
line.  King County Metro has instituted slow orders for buses (15 MPH on Roxbury and 20 MPH on 
26th Ave.) to minimize the shaking in residents’ homes.  These slow orders are largely ignored, 
however, and rarely enforced.  Can the Mayor’s office help us work with Metro to more 
effectively facilitate these slow orders? 
 
A recent KING 5 news report revealed sheetrock cracks from passing buses in the homes of 26th 
Ave. residents and some homes report doors that no longer close properly due to building settling.  
Meanwhile, on Roxbury Street, light fixtures and cabinet doors rattle and beds shake at 4am with 
passing buses.  Can the City perform proper vibration testing in these homes to ensure that 
vibration levels are not exceeding thresholds for structural damage (as was done with the 
First Hill Streetcar, 520 bridge construction, and other projects)? 
 
The Roxhill community appreciates your attention and support of these issues in our neighborhood. 
 
Thank you, 
Chris Stripinis 
cmstripinis@gmail.com 
Infrastructure Committee Chair 
WWRHAH Community Council 
 
 


